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Abstract
With advancement in internet era, the importance of social media is increasing day by
day. It enables users to share their profile data, ideas, videos and any content they have
with them. With benefits, it also has several issues related to it. One of the issue is “how
to protect users from after effect of friendship over social media?”. This paper proposes a
trust model to overcome it. The proposed model calculates trust to assist end users to take
decision about accepting friend-request on social media. Trust evaluation is based upon
profile similarity analysis. Trust computation uses preferred attribute among profile
attributes to evaluate trust of users. The paper analyzes different trust evaluation methods
based on the proposed model.
Keywords: Social Media, trustor, trustee, profile similarity analysis, similarity metrics,
Ordered Weight Average (OWA)

1. Introduction
Nowadays social media applications are being used by people as a part of their day-today online activities. The diverse nature task (comment writing, tagging friends’,
uploading of contents or expanding friend circle) performed on social media application
and the availability of large number of users and content empowers people to develop and
enrich their common interests with each other. It also provides a new platform for
deriving users’ relationship but at same time, increases complexity to store and extract
data and information.
In general way, the relationship among users on social media sites can be established in
two ways: i) Familiarity indication and ii) Similarity indication.
Familiarity indication can be collected from users’ data when they know each other in
prior. For instance, explicit message conservation on public sites, connection on some
social network sites or bonding together on a webpage. Whereas similarity indication
between two people (may be strangers) can be defined as when users’ share some
common attribute between each other. It may be common interest, tagged in same
photograph or connects with same person. Mining of similarity indices between two
persons may be useful for several scenarios such as review of similar interest person can
be utilized when domain experts are at geographical far place to give suggestions,
feedbacks or opinion [10]. Recommendation system also utilizes the similarity analysis
(collaborative filtering [1]), to understand and gain from different similarity resources. In
[8], authors shown the “kindness of strangers” that people are ready to provide aid to
others who are similar in interest.
In today’s social media environment trustworthy relationship is in demand. Trust is
defined as an estimated parameter which helps a user to judge it neighbors behavior in
future. It helps one user to trust its neighbor user. This paper uses similarity indices to
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achieve trust between users from their profile attributes. Based on each profile attribute,
model calculates similarity indication and then a similarity score (trust score) is calculated
from these similarity indices. The similarity score assists in either accepting or rejecting
the friend request. Experiment of this paper evaluates the trust between trustee (friendship
requestor) and trustor (friendship request receiver) on basis of similarity between them.
The paper organization is as follows. Section 2 presents the review about the metrics
used for similarity evaluation and attributes used for profile similarity analysis. Section 3
describes the working of proposed model. It may assist a user whether he/she can accept
the friend request or not based on trust evaluation between them. Section 4 explains about
the data collection method and its generalized representation in social media. Section 5
analyzes the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and presents
future scope of this work.

2. Related Works
This paper presents review based on two aspects, namely: i) Measuring Similarity
between Users and ii) Attributes used for Profile Similarity.
2.1. Measuring Similarity between Users
Measuring similarity invokes two factors, namely the approach used in measuring and
attributes used in measuring (i.e., the features used to measure similarity among users).
Therefore, in this section, first introduction is about the widely used similarity measuring
methods and then the social attributes that are engrossed to measure user similarity. For
assessment of similarity metrics, two objects (e.g., social users) denoted by u and v, and
their associated attributes of profiles (e.g., friends, location, interest, education etc.)
represented as ui and vi is considered where i the profile attributes of the user and s(u, v)
represents the similarity between u and v. And hence, Table 1 represents description of
similarity metrics.
Table 1. Similarity Metrics Description
Similarity Metrics
Cosine Similarity Metrics (
13]
Levenshtein
(

) [2, 11, 12,

Similarity
) [16]

Metrics

Jaro-Winkler Similarity Metrics (

Jaccard Similarity Metrics (

Description
) to calculate the

It measures the distance between two attributes (
It calculates the
minimum number of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or
substitutions) needed to change one attribute value into another.

[4]

It measures attributes (
characters in common, such that no more
than half length of the lengthier attribute value in distance, with
transpositions. It gives more significance to differences near the start than
differences at the end.

) [14, 17]

It gives association between two attributes (
It is the result of
division between numbers of features (attributes) that are common between
them divided by total no. of features selected for similarity measure.

Dice Similarity Metrics (SDice)
Monge-Elkan Similarity Metrics
Letter Similarity Score Metrics (

102

It uses two vectors (e.g., users u and v) attributes (
cosine angle (θ) between the two vectors that is cos θ.

It is similar as Jaccard Metrics. Only difference is that it omits true
negatives from both common value as well as total feature set.
[3]

It gives average similarity value between pairs of more similar attributes
within ui and vi
It is a string similarity metric that uses both common
substrings and common ordering of substrings for matching purpose. In
addition to this, it considers other common substrings along with longest
common substrings
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2.2. Attributes used for Profile Similarity

The different social media platform uses different attributes to represent a user profile.
However, this paper uses generalized profile attributes to calculate similarity between the
social users. These attributes may be classified under two types:
i)
User’s Social Attributes: User’s social attribute are those features that can be
derived from their basic information. It includes the gender, age, education
background, location of user, their interests, employment background etc.
Different social media platforms usually have different user basic information.
These attribute features are used to identify the similar peers into peer-to-peer
(P2P) networks [5]. These social attribute features analysis may be sufficient to
understand the character of a social user. These attributes may provide a
foundation for modeling and applying them at time of evaluating trust of a user in
Online Social Networks (OSNs). Nevertheless, we cannot fully rely on these
attributes. But still they are the essential part of user information and may aid in
evaluating a user trustworthiness based upon similarity among users.
ii)
User’s Structural Attributes: These attributes are extracted from links present in
user’s social graph. The relationship that a user share with others in a group [15]
and mutual friends [6] are natural link that a social media exhibits. These
attributes give information that there exist an indirect link between two users and
recommendation from mutual friends can be used to form a friendship link
between them.
Since the attributes selected for analysis of profile are from different sources, hence an
associated weight is assigned to each attribute to evaluate the final trust of the user from
trustor’s perspective. Therefore profile similarity analysis will include the dynamic
ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator for calculation of weight to each attribute of
profile.
In general OWA operator of elements m is a mapping F:
that has a correlated
weighting vector
of having the following properties [7]:
(10)
and such that
(11)
where ai is the ith largest element of the aggregated objects
. OWA operator has two properties namely is i) measure of orness of
aggregation and ii) measure of dispersion of aggregation.
The profile attributes common among trustee and trustor are taken into account. This
paper uses OWA operator with slight modification. The trustor’s preferred attribute may
be given importance but other attributes also need to be considered to give final outcome
as only single attribute cannot define all characteristics of a user on social media. Hence
for analysis, choice of trustor will be given more preference and placed at a1 followed by
similarity score of remaining attributes arranged in decreasing order.

3. Proposed Model
A friendship link can be established between two users if they exhibit some common
attributes among themselves. For instance, if a new user u is working at XYZ, he might
know other person v who was/is employee of XYZ. Then there is a probability that they
may become friends on social media. Therefore, this paper proposes a model to assist in
either accepting or rejecting the friendship between the users on social media as shown in
Figure 1. This model uses different similarity metrics on profile attributes to evaluate trust
based on similarity factor. The similarity analysis on basis of these attributes will help one
to judge how much the requestor is similar to the receiver. This model uses OWA to
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assign dynamic weights for all attributes. If any attribute is missing the weight assignment
to them is made 0 (zero).

Figure 1. Workflow of Proposed Model
The corresponding trust value T(u, v) is calculated as follows:

(12)
where
is similarity score for attribute i, wi is dynamic weight assigned to
attribute i and is a threshold value for trust evaluation. If
is greater than then user
may be considered as trustworthy for friendship.

4. Data Collection and Description
Profile attributes may be considered as fundamental unit used to analyze the user’s
behavior and structure on social media. An issue arises when the attributes from different
OSN platforms are collected. They are represented in different format on different social
media. Unfortunately, the data which is available is also limited or requires access token,
which may not fulfill the researchers’ requirements for accomplishing deep studies and
analysis. Therefore to generalize, attributes format an API is built and named as
“TRUSTBOOK”. This paper demonstrates the representativeness of data set by
comparing the characters (e.g., location, education, interest, friends etc.) which are
revealed by users in “TRUSTBOOK”. Therefore, it is believed that this data set and the
research based on the data set are representative.
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(a) Login Page of Trustbook

(b) User Profile Information (Attributes)

Figure 2. (a) Shows the First Page of the API where Registered User Login
or New User Can Sign Up
4.1. User Profile Information
Each user profile is composed of three parts of information including Identity Data,
Social Graph Data and Content [9]. For profile analysis in this paper identity data and
social graph information is used.
 Identity Information: It refers to specific profile attributes: age, gender, current
city, hometown, high school, college and employer (i.e., work place). Current city
and hometown are two location attributes which are linked to corresponding
latitude/longitude position. High school, college and employer, as location relevant
attributes, are associated with a city name and latitude/longitude values.
 Social Relationships: It includes users’ friend lists, thus this paper defines social
relationship as user-claimed friendship. This paper considers friendship is
bidirectional that is if u is v’s friend if and only if v is u’s friend.
Figure 2b represents Profile Information Page of a registered user on the
“TRUSTBOOK” API. The attributes used for similarity evaluation are: current place of
living, hometown of user, education information (10th School, 12th School, Graduation and
Post-graduation), Employment details (current employment and previous working data),
Relationship status, languages known by a user and Interest details and mutual friends
between trustor and trustee.

5. Analysis Results
For trust evaluation based on profile similarity in social media, this paper analyzes the
results of trust between users.
5.1. Analysis based on Test Cases
Five different cases have been used to test the proposed model. Following are the cases
that may exist when user u sends friend request to user v and user v evaluates trust on user
u based upon preferred attribute.
Case 1: When only the preferred Attribute between user u and user v is similar: There
may a case when users’ have similar interest only on the attribute used for similarity
evaluation.
Case 2: When only the preferred attribute is dissimilar between user u and user v: It
may happen that the attribute selected for profile similarity evaluation is dissimilar
between users’.
Case 3: When all profile attributes are similar between user u and user v: The case
may exist that two users’ have similar interest to characterize themselves.
Case 4: When all profile attributes are dissimilar between user u and user v: It may
also happen that two users’ are entirely different in all aspects.
Case 5: When profile is partially similar but preferred attribute is similar: There may
be a case when both partial attributes and attribute selected for analysis are similar
between the users’.
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Case 6: When profile is partially similar preferred attribute is dissimilar: It may be a
case when partial attributes are similar between the users’ but the attribute preferred is
dissimilar.
Table 2. Trust Evaluation of User in Different Test Case Environment

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6

Cosine

Jaccard

Levenshtein

Jaro
Winkler

Letter
Pair

Dice

Monge
Elkan

18.36
71.6
89.26
4.99
77.44
35.95

5.69
30.87
43.6
2.53
33.66
25..27

35.08
97.11
89.26
25.45
77.26
40.83

55.8
82.24
89.26
53.32
78.7
58.74

25.09
67.21
89.26
18.72
76.79
35.24

13.83
50.58
89.26
3.87
75.38
34.32

10
71.6
89.26
0
70.74
32.23

Table 2 shows the trust value of a user under different circumstances evaluated on
different similarity metrics. Figure 3 shows a comparison statistics drawn from Table 2.
From analysis it has been observed that Levenshtein similarity metrics and Jaro
Winkler similarity metrics behaves almost same in all cases. In case 4, they shows that
users are similar and give high trust value as compared to others because it calculates
similarity on basis of number of modification within the string and convert it to nearby
similar string.
Whereas Jaccard similarity metrics evaluates trust very low in almost every case. In
case 3, the users are similar in all respects but the trust evaluated by it is very low in
comparison to others because it calculates the similarity between users by considering the
completely common attributes and discards the partial matching features.

Figure 3. Trust Evaluation in Different Cases by Different Similarity Metrics
5.2. Analysis on Dataset
For deeper analysis, proposed model is implemented with different similarity metrics
that are applied on data collected from API “TRUSTBOOK”. Figure 4 shows the profile
dataset of user u and user v. In real world environment of social media, the analysis result
is shown in Table 3. Here the trust evaluation is done on dataset of user u and user v by
using different similarity metrics.

Figure 4. Dataset of User u and User v
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From Table 3, three aspects of profile similarity analysis for trust evaluation is derived.
12 profile attributes are used out of those 3 attributes are similar, 4 are partially similar
and 5 attributes are dissimilar between user u and user v. Experimental analysis is
described below.
1.
Figure 5a represents the comparison among similarity metrics when the attribute
selected for trust evaluation is similar between the users’ u and v. It is observed
that Cosine metric and Jaro winkler metric shows best similarity between them.
Levenshtein and Jaccard results are very low in comparison to other metrics.
2.
Figure 5b depicts the comparison among metrics when the preferred attribute is
partially similar. In this scenario cosine metric shows better result as compared to
Jaccard metric and Levenshtein metric. Cosine metric is considered better is this
case because preferred attribute is partially similar between the user and remaining
attributes those are either similar or dissimilar plays little role but they are
considered at time of evaluating trust.
3. In Figure 5c, dissimilar attribute is the preferred attribute for evaluating the
similarity between the users’. For this Jaccard, Levenshtein and Cosine gives
comparatively better output because preferred attribute is dissimilar but still rest
attributes constitute the trust factor for a user.
Table 3. Trust Evaluation of User by Different Similarity Metrics

(a)
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(c)

Figure 5. Trust Evaluation by different Similarity Metrics when Preferred
Attribute between User u and User v is (a) Similar (b) Partially Similar (c)
Dissimilar

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a model to evaluate trust of a user before forming a friendship link
on social media. For trust evaluation, profile attributes are matched between the user u
and user v. The similarity ratio between the users is calculated and a composite trust value
is formed. The composite trust score based on profile matching, may also assist the
receiver (trustor) to take an appropriate decision about accepting a friendship request of
requestor (trustee). By analyzing the results of all similarity metrics in different scenarios,
it is concluded that cosine metrics behaves better in all situation since it considers all
attributes importance and give appropriate weightage to the preferred attribute.
In this paper one-to-one matching using similarity metrics is applied. It can be further
move to next level where an ontological structure of the profile may be created and then
similarity techniques are applied to analyze the results.
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